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Street closure
fuels protest;
decision near

Brushing up

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
A campus area residents group is
continuing its light against SJSU’s
proposal to close East San Cali is
Street
"Our position hasn’t changed."
said April Halberstadt. president of the
Campus Community Association.
Members of the group live in the Nag lee Park area near campus.
The proposal to close the street
faces a major test tomorrow before the
city planning commission.
The commission will decide
whether to recommend to the San Jose
City Council tIthe street’s designation
should he changed from "major collector’’ to "neighborhood street
the first step in SJSU’s plan to eventually close the thoroughfare.
The council, which voted last
year to defer the proposal to this year’s
general -plan review, is expected to
make a final decision Not. 20.

, -.,.
Tau Kappa Epsilon member Carlos Chang,
left, and TKE President Dan McIntosh apply

water sealant to a cable car built in 1912.
About 25 TKEs volunteered their time Sun-

,,,tograpner

day to help restore the old trolleys. at the
Trolley House at Kelley Park.

Local theater critics challenge myths
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
The myth that critics are fire -breathing. bloodsuckers driven to destroy careers was challenged by
two critics from the San Jose Mercury News and the
Peninsula Times Tribune.
’Believe it or not, being a critic is not all sat agery and liames. said Judith Greene. drama critic
from the Mercury News, in SJSU’s Studio Theatre
on Friday afternoon.
Greene and Fellow critic John McClintock.
From the Peninsula Times Trihune, spoke for an hour,,
to a group oF about 50 people as part (4- the Guest
Artist Series sponsored by the Theatre Arts Department.
The pair explained their stews about the responsibilities of a critic to his readers, his editors and

to himself. They also explained their rev iews ol
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on the Main in the
Moon Marigolds." which recently played at SJSU.
Greene said she writes For herself firm. her
neo-natal reader Zecond and her editor third
"I’m lucky to he so self-indulgent to get paid
Mr doing something I lot e.* Greene said.
McClintock agreed with Greene and added the
critic must also he nen-natal.
’’When I res iew a play, I am empty and inv
mind has to absorb es cry thing and make sense out of
it.’ McClintock said.
-The two defended the need or critics in theater
arts.
"This is a very paltry justification." McClintock said. "But it’s a basic !unction to evaluate
something you hate
m intl it
iii didn’t has e

Food festival stirs up
international cuisine
By Marj Martin
Daily stall writer
This week campus food lovers
From every where can share the cuisines of many nations when the Associated Students Intercultural
Steering Committee presents Food
Bazaar 1986.
Tomorrow and Thursday.
more than a dozen of SJSU’s international clubs will serve cosmopolitan fare from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the Ninth Street bazaar.
Food prices will range from 50
cents to about $2.50. said Khoi
Nguyen, chairman MICSC.
Food is a common international denominator, and for more
than 25 years. SJSU has celebrated
its multicultural background by
holding an international food hazaar. Nguyen said.
The food bazaar will he a
send-off for the program. "The
Ant in a Multi -Cultural Society."
to he held Thursday and Friday,
Nguyen said.
This artistic series is the second annual Distinguished Artists
Forum, sponsored by the California
State University system.
Colorful international food
booths will he offering everything
from light snacks and drinks to
gourmet luncheons. club representatives said.
In previous years, the international booths have served Korean
kimchee, Turkish shish kebabs.
French napoleons. Vietnamese egg
rolls and American strawberry
shortcake, said Omer tlyuklu. ad-

viser or the Turkish Folklore Club.
This year the clubs will include some of the old favorites and
some new entrees. Nguyen said.
He said the international clubs
on campus are eager to share their
ethnic heritage because shared experiences are the hest way to bring
diverse cultures together.
In the past, the clubs have
dressed in costumes and provided
entertainment throughout the bazaar. But this practice has fallen off
during the last few years. Nguyen
said.
He said he has been encouraging people to dress in their native
clothing again this year.
He said he also wants them to
dance and play and sing music from
their native lands.
People from all countries have
many foods in common, said Jam meal Tijani. A.S. director of intercultural affairs. Rice is a good example, he said. Rice is used by
nearly every nationality. hut each
country has its individual way of
preparing it. Tasting can he a good
way of getting to know foreign students. Tijani said.
The clubs use their profits
from the bazaar to help student
members adjust to campus life in a
strange country . Titani said.
Some clubs meet new students
at the airport or train station and introduce them to the campus. and an
ICS(’ committee sponsors a language clinic which conducts conversational English practice daily.
he said.

Each ball, the council considers
changes in the general plan, a detailed
&seri pi ion id land -use policy throughout the city
I lather...40i said members of the
organization will he at the planning
commission meeting to speak in opposition to the proposal.
We don’t think it would have a
posit is e effect on the neighborhood,"
7

San Carlos ,oS.
Street
she said
For the past few years. the unisersity has been actively seeking to
close San Carlos Street between
Fourth and 10th streets_
SJSU’s master plan, since the
mid -1960s, has shown the street as
1 oSt ’RE. ba, k page

Campus police
lose 2 officers

By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
University police Sgts. Jell Higginbotham and Shannon Maloney hase
quit the force to accept positions as officers nearer their homes.
The resignations come after a
Judith Greene, search or a permanent police chief
San Jose Mercury News drama critic which lasted more than two years.
With the two sergeants gone.
someone doing this. people naturally to it any way." UPI) is now short three officers, two
The Guest Artist Series requires cons siii hate sergeants and two lieutenants, univera published re% test ol the play helore answering sity. police Chief Lew Schatz said.
questions lrom the audience, which w as mainly
Maloney had been commuting
made up 01 the play’s cast and crew.
every day from Chowchilla, near
The Pulitzer-Prize w inning play by Paul Zindel. Fresno. for two months, a distance ot
"The Effect on Gamma Rays on the Man in the 110 miles, and Higginbotham had
Moon Marigolds." was perlbrined Sept. 26-27 and been commuting front Modesto. about
Oct. 1-4 in the Unisersity Theatre.
60 miles away. for about four months
See CRITICS. back page it
purchasing a house there

. . being a critic is not all
savagery and flames.’

Higginbotham has accepted a position as a second -step officer with the
California State Unisersity at Stanislt:us.bout a 15 -minute drive from his
home.
Maloney has accepted a similar
position with the Fresno Police Department. about 40 miles front his
Chowchilla home.
UPD historically has had a high
turnover rate. hut the sergeants say
that if anyone as going to change that.
Schatz will.
"Schatz will build the department
into being an excellent one," Higginbotham said Friday. his last day on the
oh.’’ We now hate an excellent chief.
Fin sorry I won’t he able to enjoy it."
See OFFICERS, hack page

Automotive experience gives artist drive
By Scott
Hamilton
Daily staff writer
A casual observer strolling
through local artist Paul Johnson’s current Student Union Art Gallery exhibit
would most likely think Johnson’s approach to art was out -of-the -ordinary.
Johnson wouldn’t agree.
Although unconventional items
abound in his ceramic work -- chromed exhaust pipes and ceramic nuts
and bolts - Johnson contends that his
influences are embodied like those of
any other artist.
For just as the fiction of Joseph
Conrad and Jack London were affected
by the environments in which the authors grew up, so do the clay sculptures of Johnson show that he has
spent a good part of his life working
with automobiles.
"It’s about the same thing,"
Johnson said. "I think everyhixly does
it based on where their influences have
come from.
"The whole thing is exploiting
the medium and making it say what
you want it to say .
In Johnson’s case. that means
drawing on his vast knowledge of mechanics and putting it to use.
In the past, the artist has worked
in race -pit crews, built hot rods front
the ground up and most recently, done
consulting and catalog work. In all,
Johnson said he has owned more than
100 different cars.
Johnson. who graduated from
SJSU in 1977 with a degree in ceramics, will lecture about his display today
at 3:30 p.m in the gallery.
Johnson said his love for everything automotive grew right along with
an interest in ceramics.
The interplay shows up in all aspects of Johnson’s work, from the
See JOHNSON, hack. page

’aul Johnson. ceramic sculptor, explains the
Inspiration behind his piece titled "Reality."

Denise Wendler Daily stall photographer
Johnson, an S.ISI’ graduate, said many of his ideas
are derived from his automotive background.
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Editorial

Concerts bring SJSU into big time
you leave your seat at a football game to go use the
bathroom or to go buy sonic beer or hotdogs and by
the time you get back, a whole quarter has passed?
More bathroom and concessions facilities need
The stadium would allow us to book big -name
added to the stadium before big-name bands
be
to
DaiMorris
than
audience
larger
bands and attract a
be brought in. Including the space on the field,
ley Auditorium has afforded us. The Associated can
approximately 10,000 more people could fit in the
Students Program Board could start making some
stadium. There is no reason why we should have to
money on its concerts, rather than continue its remiss a performance just because we want to buy a
back
cent losing streak. The income could help pay
drink. The lines are long enough as it is.
the $2.2 million owed in stadium -renovation loans.
Holding concerts and other events at Spartan
The SJSU Foundation should be congratulated Stadium can benefit all of us. It’d be nice to have
for hiring a professional promoter to help get bands quality entertainment in San Jose for a change.
and events on campus that will help promote the
But when the seating at the stadium was inuniversity as a legitimate concert establishment.
creased to 30,000, a few other changes should have
But before everyone starts rushing to the sta- been made as well. Hopefully, these changes will
be implemented before any bands are hooked there.
dium, a few things should be taken care of first.
How many of us have been in this situation: Let’s try and do things right this time.
Concerts at Spartan Stadium could solve a lot
of problems the university has been having in
recent fund-raising events.

Send SJSU to greener pastures
With enthusiasm so high tor the long -anticipated stall
lit .instruction for the Student Union Recreation and Events
Center, we can now settle in and watch our hard-earned
money (some estimate at $20.1 million) at work. or can we ’
With so much money being dedicated to a recreation
center, along with one of the largest pools in California. we
feel truly proud that our administration knows how to take
care ot its students, or do we’’
And years front now alter the SUREC and the Engineering Building (another estimated $.1tt million) and probably another parking garage are all completed, we will return
to SJSU. ii. witness and experience the fruits that our seeds
had borne. or will we’’
Instead ol spending so much money on a recreation
need. and further spending money on a
&tiler that is it,
pnue,-i lot the Firgineeling kparinient that plans to double
the capacity of engineering
students without providing
Opinion
the necessary housing and
parking facilities. we should he thinking about a way to alleviate old problems. not create new problems tiir the future
influx of students.
Add to this the already critical shortage of space in the
downtown area that surrounds the campus, the unwanted
transients who make a well -established daily pilgrimage
not to mention the various sex in into the garbage cans
and
fenders paroled graciously to our convalescent city
you have a no-win situation, almost.
It is time to propose that we move San Jose State University out to the country.
Now. before you write me oil as a nut, think about it
acres and acres -- for evlor a minute Plenty in parking
eryone. Sounds of the city, traffic, horns, and sirens would
he replaced by birds singing, winds whistling, along with
plenty of peace and quiet (fraternities could have their own
separate isolated area, so they can truly enjoy each other’s
,ompany ).
The transition out to the cower) could he gradual. We
could start by erecting an extension facility Then every
building that is deemed unlit to occupy on the old San Jose
State campus can he replaced by a new one on the campus

=N.

Oscar
Guerra

oh San Jose State I. iiiersity at Evergreen. tor example
Please don’t get me wrong. The campus is a peaceful
place itself. The many beautiful trees that dot the university
grounds are surpassed only by the magnificent and stoic
Tower Hall. a symbol of SJSU’s longevity. Its only physical drawback seems to be its lack of architectural continuity
But Its the perimeter of campus that is the most disturbing pan of attending MU. Why is downtown San Jose
becoming a dumping ground for unwanted elements of
other cities? Is this an official "parolee" city that is known
to let these people conic here without any opposition or review? Let’s just let the state open a big rehabilitation center
here for all parolees sent to San Jose after we leave.
And as San Jose flexes its growing muscles. SJSU
barely has skin and hones to work with. With open spaces to
build on, we can make long-term planning for the next generation much more imaginative, not to mention more uniformed
Now you probably say, how will the California State
University system finance such a proposal? The redevelopment of downtown San Jose raises the value of the property, so we can lease the property out to interested investors.
Besides, there seems to he a lack of consistency with
the university and CSU administrators when they approve a
$20 million recreation center, while at the same time 2-by -ft
plywood boards help hold up the ceiling ot Dwight Bente!
Hall.

Letters to the Editor
SJSU doesn’t need hate programs
Editor,
I wish to extend my sympathy to the Associated Students Program Board on its $1.000 loss that resulted from
talk -show host Wally George’s appearance on campus last
Tuesday. I guess it proves that times are tough when you
can’t even sponsor a pleasant evening of jingoism and hate mongering without losing a little money in the pmcess.
I was glad to see that most everyone, except for a few
members ()I the local Reagan Youth chapter. chose not to
attend George’s speech. Aren’t we all exposed to enough
hate in everyday life without paying an uninformed ideologue
and a purely show -hit one at that - to stir up more
hate and bigotry?
George and his ilk, who are not true conservatives and
Republicans. just extreme right-wingers. hope to persuade a
lew naive college students that anyone who refuses to toe
the Reagan party line is either a communist dupe, mentally
ill or just simply unpatriotic. They see anyone left of center
as unworibs of living in Ronald Reagan’s America.

The Wally Georges of the world show intense hatred
toward anyone they perceive to be on the "wrong side’ of
an issue. I find it hard to believe people like George when
they repeatedly avow their love for this country. How can
you love a country when you hate a significant number of its
citizens because they have views different from yours?
I question the A.S. Program Board’s decision to sponsor George’s speech. How about a little balance? Organizing a debate between George and another party would have
been far more informative -- and far more popular.
Students have no place financing George’s personal
"Hot Seat." I imagine it would have been difficult to bind
someone to debate George. That person would have to he as
Far left on the political spectrum as George is on the right.
Too had. because Josef Stalin and Karl Marx are dead.
Who’s next to speak at SJSU’.’ Lyndon LaRouche? The
grand dragon of the Ku Klux Klan? Ronald Reagan"’
Dave Lamson
Junior
Journalism

DAMNED FOREIGNERS!
TAKING OUR LAND, OUR
LIVELIHOODS! WE MUST
KICK THOSE 51,)-10!Ak
El ACK TO WHERE THEY
CAME FROM! GIVE AMERICA
BACK TO ITS NATIVES!

I

TO-TALLY ACIREE
TH YOU.

"IN 1l-4E INTEREST OF MISSILE REDUCTION dUJD DISARMAMENT, WE SANK
Niou) rrs YOLIP -TURN
ONE OF caz NUCLEAR siiemARKIes

Letters to the Editor
Editor,
A few comments about signing Moonie petitions.
("Moonies conduct petition drive." Oct. I())
Once upon a time in my days as a receiving clerk I was
taught an important lesson by a truck driver.
Without seeing any packages. I blithely signed the
freight hill he presented me. After I signed my signature, he
asked, "What did you just sign for?" It was a lesson I have
never forgotten. With hope, Kathy will learn the same lesson, hut others. I’m afraid, will learn the way we did.
Kathy signed a document which will hopefully not
bring the repercussions she fears. All of us. however, can
do more than sign things blindly. We can vote, which explains why we have the particular leaders we do today.
If you haven’t read a petition, don’t sign it. If you
haven’t studied an issue, don’t vote on it. Alexander Hamilton was mistaken to suggest that landowners should he the
only people allowed to vote. hut sometimes I think he
wasn’t too far from the mark.
McKenzie Walker
JAccouunntiinogr

Lectures are vital teaching tools
Editor.
Your article "Desegregation expected to affect SJSU
in future" was good. however Mr. Henry’s comments on
minorities and changing teaching methods left me in shock.
He states, "lectures are not known to be a great success with underrepresented groups such as blacks, Hispanics. Asians and women." lam offended by this statement. I
am not only a woman but I am also an Asian. and I have not
had problems in lecture -based classes.
This is a good thing. too, since this is the No. I teaching method at SJSU. Even if we do need to explore other
methods, we cannot throw this method away.
Diane Tom
Junior
Occupational therapy

Music Department deserves notice
Editor,
I attended the ground -breaking ceremony for the SJSU
Rec Center Oct I. Before the speakers began, there was a
terrific performance by SJSU’s own "Big Band. I was
surprised to see that there was nothing mentioned in the
Spartan Daily. I’ve observed the past couple of semesters
that our Music Department receives little recognition. Why?
Trisha Joy Sotelo
Senior
Art Photography

America’s freedoms are for everyone
Editor,
Once again I am writing in regard to Stew Hintz’s
"Amerika" column. This time Mr. Hint, told us why homosexualilty should be outlawed.
He began the column by stealing a line from Gixl’s
hest friend. Jerry Falwell. Falwell and his Moral Majority
angels were also the people who said heterosexuals were the
"chosen people" heause they didn’t get AIDS. He was
wrong. The only group of people who weren’t catching
AIDS were lesbians. Maybe they’re the "chosen people."
Jerry.
As a heterosexual. I find it deplorable that homosexuals were exterminated in Nazi German) lust like the Jews,
blacks, Catholics. and so on. Seven years ago, an ex -New
York cop machine-gunned 10 gays on a street corner in
Greenwich Village. When asked why he did it, he replied.
"I hate homosexuals." Are you getting a kick out of this.
Mr. Hintz?
In a nutshell. I say "Live and Let Live." What’s the
big deal as long as they don’t bother us? J. Edgar Hoover.
founder of the FBI, was a homosexual. So were Plato and
Alexander the Great. It’s always been around and always
will he. America is the Land of the Free. Let’s start acting
like it.
Gene Mahoney
Junior
Graphic Art and Design

Letter Policy
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Editors’ Extra

Make sure you look before you sign

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor.
Deliver them to the Spartan Daily office, Dwight
Bentel Hall, Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
class standing and phone number.

Sally
Finegan
Dancing in the dark
y,.is a hot sunny day at the beach. Joe. dressed in
IIa black suit shiny from wear, took off his jacket
and tied it around his waist. A drop of sweat,
shimmering in the light, hung from the tip of his nose
and then dropped to the sand.
A pack of Marlboros swam up to his feet on a
wave lie bent over and picked them up. turning the
pack in his hands He pulled out a damp cigarette.
Now he had another pack to add to the two packs
ol Camels rolled up in his white T-shirt sleeves.
Maybe it woeldn’t lit there. But he could always slide
the pack into his socks
It was a special gin on a special day. For Joe had
taken a walk all by himself from the center and he
wasn’t lost.
Prone bikini -clad bodies dotted the beach. Children splashed in the water and the laughter of a group
of college kids sounded over the crash of waves.
Joe began to walk toward the college kids, the
sand filling his brown shoes and cramping his toes.
lie stopped about hive beet away from the group.
He counted up to 10 people and then could count no
more.
The group, drinking beer out of cans, sat around
with coolers and a large ghetto blaster underneath a
shady tree. A young man. about 19 and wearing a Tshirt with funny letters on it. pointed at Joe and
laughed.
"Hey, check out this guy." the young man said
Joe stood there, uncertain, not noticing he had
crushed the damp cigarette in his hand.
A young woman wearing a bright red bathing suit
and lots of guild chains smiled at him. Joe decided to
ask her. She seemed nice.
’Do you have a match?’’ he asked, holding out
his hand with the cigarette to show her.
She laughed. "Oh my God." she said.
Joe laughed. too, not sure of the joke but wanting
to make friends with the girl.
"I like to smoke," he said.
Everyone laughed, the girl, too. Joe beamed.
proud of his joke.
A second young man. bigger than the Inst. thress
a matchbook at hie. hitting him in the cheek.
Joe picked up the matches, shaking out the sand
"Thank you." he said.
"Want a brewski, dude?" the second young man
asked.
"What?" Joe did not know that word, The second young man did not answer. He tossed a can of
beer to Joe. too low and too fast fin him to catch it.
Joe winced when the can of beer hit his right big toe.
"God, Lance. you’re awful. the girl in the red
bathing suit said.
The first young man stood up and walked over to
Joe. Joe watched him carefully. He was not sure if he
liked these young men.
"Do you like to dance’?’’ the young man asked.
"Yes." Joe said. "I love to dance."
"Watch this, you guys.’’ the first young man
said. He ejected the tape that was playing and put in
another, the tape squeaking as he fast -forwarded it.
As the song began to play, the young woman in
the bright red bathing suit laughed. "Oh my God."
she said again.
Joe began to dance, hopping first on one toot anti
then the other, twirling in a circle and throwing his
hands in the air. The forgotten cigarette. matches anti
Marlboro pack flew From his hands.
Joe didn’t notice. tie didn’t notice, either, his
suit jacket lying on the sand hack by the breakwater
where he had dropped it.
Fie was lost in his dance. the music washing over
him lie heard the words, but they had no special
meaning for him.
"They’re coming to take me away today, ha ha,
ho ho. her bee.’’ the voice sang.
The ensemble of nice young men and women
chonised in laughter. And Joe danced.
Sally Finegan Is the feature editor. Editors’
Extra is an open forum for editors who appear on a
rotating basis every Tuesday and Thursday.
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U.S. denies seafarers shore leave
Officials fear Third World sailors will become illegal aliens
NEWARK, N.J. API - Merchant seamen from
Third World countries are increasingly being denied
shore leave in the United States because immigration officials fear they may jump ship and stay on as illegal
aliens, advocates of seafarer’s rights said.
Many spend days or weeks confined to their vessels, after months at sea, while fellow crewmen or officers walk ashore, selectively granted permits by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
"To tell a man that he can’t get off a ship and call
home. or take care of relatively mundane kind of personal matters. I think it is an extraordinary hardship, and
I think it is uncalled for," said Michael Solar, a Houston
attorney specializing in admiralty law who has represented a number of seamen’s unions.
The most commonly excluded seamen come from
Bangladesh. India, Sri Lanka and Latin American nations, seamen’s advocates said. East Indians are more
1requently excluded, they said, because they often speak
English and can more easily assimilate.
"When you consider the countries involved. I think
it’s a subtle form of racism," Solar said.
INS spokesman Vent Jervis, based in Washington.
said 563 "willful violators" of shore leave permits were
arrested in 1985 out of 1.3 million illegal aliens apprehended nationwide. Nearly a dozen lawyers and port chaplains interviewed nationwide said INS policy on shore leaves is unfair, causes unnecessary hardship and, al worst, is racist.
Many, however, said they did not oppose the service’s
intent and conceded that on occasion mariners do stay
ashore.
INS inspectors boarding arriving cargo ships have

the right to deny any lOreign national permission to disembark. Once ashore, a seaman can be sent back aboard
if an officer considers him a risk to jump ship, according
to U.S. law.
INS officials said limiting shore leaves is necessary
to fight the influx of illegal aliens and that they have
been granted broad powers by Congress to control entry
by aliens who would take jobs from Americans.
"The discretion invested in the inspector is overwhelming." said Edwin Rubin, a Newark immigration
attorney and national treasurer of the American Immigration Lawyer’s Association. "There’s no hearing, no
due process."
He said an inspector’s decision can be based on
such factors as the ship’s record, the reputation of the
crew inember’s nationality. or whether the voyage is the
mariner’s first. Even seamen with years of experience
and excellent records are refused.
"The criteria for detention is likelihood to abscond." said James Puleo, INS deputy director in Newark, one of the nation’s busiest ports.
There arc "certain nationalities" that officers restrict on the basis of their experience, he said. "That’s
the criteria we use anywhere."
At a mid -September meeting of the International
Christian Maritime Association in Green Bay. Wis., 150
port chaplains approved a resolution calling for shore leave reform.
Neither the INS nor port chaplains keep records 01
how many seamen are denied permits on the nearly
100.000 merchant ships arriving yearly. About twothirds of the world’s sailors are from Third World counties. said Mike Smith. a seafarers’ center staff attorney
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Reagan still optimistic
despite summit impasse
WASHIN( i 1
Presi.
(Al’,
dent Reagan told ihe American people
yesterday the I ’lilted States and the So "let Union "are closer than ey Cr he
lore
to eliminating ballistic missiles
pick up
and said he remains ready
where we telt till- in an attempt to
break the impasse over the future ol
Star Wars.
In a speech broadcast nationally
From the Mal 01 lies’. Reagan reviewed the collapse 0) his summit
talks on Sunday w ith Soy let leader
Mikhail Got-Niche% in Rey kia% ik. Iceland.
’I cannot promise, nor can any
president promise, that the talks in lie land or any lama- discussions iv 1111
Mr. Gorbachev w ill lead tics 11:INS lo
great breakthroughs or momentous
treaty signings.- Reagan said
And he insraed that "we prefer
ro agreement than to tiring home a had
agreement to the United States.
Reagan acknowledged that (Mrhitches gay,: no indication "%hen or
whether’ he yy ruM conic to the United
States tor the summit the cadet’s went
to Iceland it, prepare tor.
’Our its itation stands.- the
president said "We continue to believe additional meetings would he

useful. But that’s a des ision the Soviets must make.’’
Alter relusing to compromise
with Gorbachev on the testing ()I his
hypothetical strategic delense system
known formally as the Strategic Detense Initiative. Reagan said, "We are
dealing now from a position of
strength, and for that reason we have it
within our grasp to move speedily with
the Soviets toward even more breakthroughs. ’
Reagan had worked on his speech
up to the last hour A U S itt t icial said
that speechwriiers reworked drafts that
had been prepared in adyance, and the
president himsell made some last-minute changes in the text that the White
House customarily has ready well in
ady ance of Reagan’s delivery.
Reagan’s national security adviser. Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter,
told reporters yesterday that U.S. arms
negotiators in Geneva will try to salvage elements of the accord that won
tentative appniy al at the sununit.
Meanw hile. an official traveling
vs ith Secretary 01 State George P.
Shull/ home trom Brussels. Belgium,
said that Shutt/ will attend an international human rights conference in
Vienna in early Nuts ember. and inay at

that time meet with Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.
"The implications of these talks
are enormous and only just beginning
to he understood," the president said.
"We proposed the most sweeping and
generous arms control proposal in history . . While we parted company
with this American otter still on the
table, we are closer than ever belbre to
agreements that could lead to a safer
world without nuclear weapons...
Explaining why the pact tell apart
over his insistence on testing and development of strategic delense systems. Reagan said. "I rave some
Americans may he asking tonight:
’Why not accept Mr Gorbachev’s demand? Why not give up SDI for this
agreement’?
"The answer, my friends, is simple. SDI is America’s insurance policy
that the Soviet Union would keep the
commitments made at Rey kjav ik SDI
is America’s sec touts guarantee if the
Soviets should, as they have done too
ollen in the past, fail to comply with
their solemn commitments. SDI is
what brought the Soviets hack to arms
control talks at Geneva and Iceland.
SDI is the key to a world without nuclear weapons "

l’he SJSU Pre-Lay, Associanim
Prop ani at SJS I’’’’’ at 4 p in tomorrow in the Health Building, Room will present Micliael Dessent. dean oh
School of Law at 5 p.m.
Cal
Western
405 Call Shanel Priest at 297-7969 lor
tomorrow in the Student Union Almaintormation
den Room. Call Nicole Dennis at 277The United Catnous Christian 8928 for information.
Ministry vi ill conduct a Prayer Group
at 5 p inn tomorrow at the Campus
The A.S. Program Board will
Ministry . 104i S 10th Si. Call Natalie Present a movie titled "Back to
School- at 7 and 10 p.m tomorrow in
Shiras un 298-0204 or inlormation

Morris Dailey Auditorium Call Andy
Slean at 277-2708 for inhumation.

Spartaguide
The Golden Key National Honor
Society will have information tables
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. today and tomorrow in front of the Student Union.
Billet Jewish Student Association
will have a Tuesday Lunch and Learn
program at noon today and tomorrow
in the Campus Christian Center, Call
Sandra Silver at 294-8311 for information.
The Geology Club will present a
speaker from Stanford University.
who will discuss "An expanded View
of Jurassic Orogenesis in the Western
U.S. Cordillera" at 12:30 p.m. today
in Duncan Hall, Room 306. Call the
Geology Department at 277-2385 for
information.

The Community Committee for
International Students will hold conversations in English for the improvement of vocabulary, grammar
and pronunciation from 10 a. m. to
noon today in Administration Building, Room 222. Call the International
Center at 277-3690 for information.
The Associated Students Program
Board will present a "Humble Artists
Lecture" at 5 p.m. today in the An
Building, Room 133. Call Andy Slean
at 277-2708 for inlOrmation.
Campus Crusade Mr Christ will
present Christian speaker Ron Ralston
at 9 p.m. today and tomorrow in the
Science Building, Room 142. Call
Dan Ryder at 294-4249 for information.
The Intercultural Steering Committee will hold this semester’s Food
Bazaar between 9:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
tomorrow on Ninth Street. Call Khoi
Nguyen at 227-4060 for information.
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The Campus Christian Center
will conduct a Bible study program
about the Gospel of John at 11:3(1 a.m,
tomorrow in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Call Natalie Shiras at

298-0204 for information.
The Re -Entry Advisory Program
will host a Brown Bag Lunch at noon
tomorrow in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call the Re -Entry office
at 277-2005 for inlormation.
The departments of history and
humanities will present "Faculty
Booktalk" at 12 30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Alumni ft, loin of the Faculty and
Staff Cal-eieria Call David McNeil at
277-2595 or 1415) 552-1784 for inlor
moon
The SJSU College Republicano
will present a program about the Nica
rauguan contras with speaker finally
Hassan. a freedom fighter, at 12.30
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. Call Steve at 779(1029 or Paul at 281-7322 or informa-

tion.

The Sierra Club will hold a meeting at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Pacheco Room.
The CalitOrnia Nursing Students
Association will present Dorothy Siegel, in a program titled "How Do
Graduate Nurses View The Nursing
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The nationally ranked SJSU Intercollegiate Bowling Team will have
a fund-raising table all day tomorrow
in front of the Student Union. Call
Chuck LaVerde at 277-1226 for information.

Wed., Thurs., Oct. 15 & 16
9:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
Location: 9th Street
(Between business and Art Buildings)
African
American
Arabian
Chinese

Filipino
French
German
Indonesian

Japanese
Korean
Mexican
Palestinian

Spanish
Turkish
Vietnamese
.
and more

CO-SPONSORED BY Intercultural Steering Committee and A.S.
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SJSU’s defensive unit stingy
in come-from-behind victory
By Gm Stryker
Daily staff writer
The Spartan offense deserves a
lot of credit for bringing the team hack
trom a 22 -point deficit against Utah
State on Saturday However. it it were
not for the SJSU deleme and special
teams play, the Spartans’ 38-28 victory would never have been possible.
The detense played without starting nose guard Mace Gouldsby and
outside linebacker Lloyd Forrest, hut it
managed to shut out Utah State in the
second hall The numbers speak for
themselves.
The &tense threw the Aggie
running backs and quarterbacks for 39
yards in losses in the second half Mr a
net rushing total of zero yards.
Utah State quarterbacks completed only 13 passes tor 177 total
yards. after throwing 149 I 19 in the
last hall.
The Spartans sacked the Aggie
quarterbacks six times to raise their
season total to 26. which is just two
sacks short ol last year’s season total
SJSU held Utah State to just 19
oend-halt yards.
Junior rover Greg Cox was all
oyer the field. Cox made time tackles
and a sack. and he pumped up the team
with a5I-yard interception return for a
touchdown early in the second hall.
’Alter the interception. the
Cox
adrenaline was flow mg teas
said ’They let me go on some blitzes
and put Ille in some difterent coverages. and I made some really nice
plays
Senior lett tackle Mark Dean,
who had two sac ks . talked about the
’46’’ defense
"It’s a good defense. but all it
comes down to is the character of the
players," Dean said. "Chicago runs
the ’46’ defense. They have great
players. We have a great team unity on
this defense. One person is always
doing something for somebody else.
’ICS basically an eight -man front

and guys are dropping off and coming
all the time. It’s a confusing defense
litr the offense. Giving an offense one
week to prepare for it really isn’t a lot
of time.
The Spartans’ "46" defense has
held opposing rushers to 73.1 yards a
game this season. Overall, the defense
has allowed just 255.8 yards a game,
which is a far cry trom last year’s team
that allowed 410 yards a game.
The "46" defense is not without
its flaws, however. It’s the type of I or!nation that either makes the big play.
or is victimized by it. The "46" leaves
the cornerbacks in a lot of one-on-one
situations with speedy receivers.
Spartan cornerback K.C. Clark
hears a lot ()I the burden with this type
of blitzing delense. The senior has had
a tough time the last couple ol games,
as Fresno Slate’s Stephen Baker and
the Aggies’ Wendel Smith each heat
Clark for a pair of touchdowns.
"It’s a big -play defense, and you
hope most of them are on your side,’’
head coach Claude Gilbert said.
"K.C. tClarkt is a great player and a
money player. He’s given up some receptions over the top the last couple of
weeks, but he’s awfully good."
SJSU’s special (cants also played
an important role in the victory over
the Aggies.
Backup outside linebacker Rich
Harbison blocked two punts in the first
half, which helped keep the game
within reach.
"It !eels real good to he part of
the team." Harbison said. "The guys
that are on it (special teams) work real
hard. It’s pretty much the only thing
we do. The offense is good, the defense is good and the guys on special
teams want to he just as good."
Junior place-kicker Sergio Olivare7 had another good day. Olivarer
connected on field goals of 43. 48 and
37 yards after missing a 36-yarder in
the first quarter. The junior-college
transfer has hit seven of 10 tries and 17

of IN extra-point attempts.
Junior punter Tom Diehl averaged 41.8 yards a punt Saturday to
raise his average to 4(1 3 for the season
Football Team Stets
LAU

146
754
1976
2730
15 11
77 678
5

F ast downs
Rushing yards
Passing yards
Total otlense
Fumbles Lost
Penalties Yards
Interceptions
26 35 58

OM
112

439
1535
1974
78

46 408
16
162
45 28 81 17 39 145
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Olivarer 38, K Jack son 10. 1 iggons
NI. Walker 20, Maiaouutti 18.
6, Cos
Cr. K ’mein 6, SI01011 6, Stewart 6. 1110111.
6. ( /miner*. 145.
INDIVIDUAL INTERCEPTIONS
King ?. Clark 1. Cos 1. Payton I. upponceits lb
INDIVIDUAL RUSHING
K Jackson 141-560-431, Walker 37171 -4.6. Liggins 1-35- 35.0. Purer ?I- 190.9. Nash 1-4-4.0. Salton 5-3-0.6, Malauula 1-4 -1 /-1- 1 .01, Stendan 44-2144351,
Team
1-1 - 149-i - 16 iii, Diehl 1 4 1914 19.01. Opponents 238-439-1 8.
INDIVIDUAL PASSING
Pen, 161-275- 14- 194i9-514.5.4 -4TD.
%anon 1 - 1 4/-7- 1004 -ITD. Liggins 0- 1 - 1 11-0.4K4 -0TD.
0-1-1-041.0Si Malauulu
0TEL hyptinents Ilk,- 194-5- 15.15-54 (.,i WI)
INDIVIDUAL RECEIVING
I mantis 42-5142-11.4 avg.
17-529-14.3 WV/2, K Jackson 75. 1ii
avg. Walker 12-1 30-10 It tog, Nash o s
9 4 avg. S1.011 9-1 19.1 1 ? avg Thomas o
164-114.2 avg. K1
ts 5-52-10 4 ;oil.
Stewan 4-36-9.0 asp . Caner 3-45-15 0
avg, Eskridge 2-26- 1 tit
MCCIOUll
20-10.0 avg. Rotten. 1- 14-14 0 wig , Pele/
avg. Opponents 106-1535-14 S
avg.
INDIVIDUAL PI INT RE’llIRNS
Clark 16-1 13-7. 1 avg. Payton (n-’T3.7 avg. Diehl 3-5-1.7 avg. I /prionents 20151-7.6 avg.
INDIVIDUAL KICK arruaN8
Eskridge 7-120-17 1 avg, Crawford 4/41-20 2 avg. Clark 4-112-214.0 ’rig. Payton
4-74-18.5 avg. SWIM 1-29-29.0 avg. Malauulu 1-25-25.0 avg. Thomas 1- t11- 10 0
avg. Woods 1-844.0, Opponents 26-535.20.6 avg.
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SJISI ’’.1 bmu is1J 1 ’imk, shuuss,i here against Stanford. will try to help avoid a team letdown against the Broncos

SJSU wary of letdown vs. Broncos

By Karin I.. Small
Daily staff writer
If SJSI.". volleyball team has anything to worry about
going into timight’s match against Santa Clara at Spartan
Gym. it will he whether or not the team suffers a letdown
after Friday ’s victory over Stanford in the StantordJosten’s
Invitational
The Broncos are 0-3 in the West Coast Athletic Conference and 11-12 overall. The Spartans are 14-1 and 5-1 in
the PCAA following their win over the Cardinal.
Coach Dick Montgomery and his players see the
Bronco match as a breather prior to their tough two -game
series with Haw an on Thursday and Friday in Honolulu.
The Broncos, who have been hindered this season by
passed it around more," he said.
injuries, are expected to have their star middle hlocker in
SJSU played without injured uniform tonight.
starters Rich Rollins and Allen Picchi.
Stacey MacDonough has not played for SCU since she
Menendez said he thought Lord strained ankle ligaments Sept. 27 against Pepperdine.
billed in well, hut because he was just
Even with Madlonough’s return. SCU will have a
coming off an injury, it was hard for tough time against the Spartans, who, according to SJSU
him to play well the entire game.
assistant coach John Corbelli. aren’t going to give the match
much emphasis.
The Spartans hosted Brigham
"Everybody will play. we think, and we’re going to
Young University (4-7) last night at
Spartan Stadium. However, the results
were not available at press time See
tomorrow’s Daily for details

Soccer team blows one against Gaels, 2-1
By Len Gutman
Daily stall writer
The Spartan soccer team lost to
the St. Mary’s Gaels, 2-1. Saturday in
Moraga.
SJSU is now 4-5-3 overall. 2-2 in
the PCAA and 0-1 in the PSC.
The game was the Spartans’ second loss in a row. The team lost to
Ile -Irvine on (kr 5.
St. Mary’s is 6-6-1 overall, 1-0-1
in the I’S(’.
The Spartans got on the hoard
I irsi at the 17:48 mark of the first half,
when forward Matt Lord put a corner
kick in Mini ill the net and sweeper
Nick Rotteveel knocked it in.
"When we scored I irst we felt we
had things in hand, but then they
equalized it and turned things
around.’’ SJSU coach Julie Menende;
said.
The equalizer came at 33:31 in
the first half. as the Gads’ Andrew
Brumm scored unassisted.
Then midway through the second
half. KC% in henry got credit for a goal
when the ball gin loose in Irunt of the
Spartan net
"There was a scramble in front ot
the goal, and everybody and his
brother had a chance to score.- Me

NT. playoffs
postponed 1) rain
NFVv. IORK (AP)
National
League President Chub Feeney called
off yesterday’s Game Five ot the Na
timid League playolk between the
Houston Astros and New York Meis
because of rain, and there was little
prospect for improvement in the
weather until tomorrow.
A constant drizzle forced a delay
of the 3:10 p.m. EDT start, and Fee
ney postponed the game at 4:22 p.ni
The game was rescheduled for I’ll"
p.m. today.

nendez said.
SJSU goalkeeper Joe Gangalc
had a busy afternoon with 10 saves, as
the Gads outshot the Spartans, 17.11.
St. Mary’s goalkeeper Randall
Smith had seven saves.
"It was a real nip and tuck
game." Menendez said. "We had
chances to score hut we just didn’t."
Menendez said SJSU was unable
to pass the ball well against the Gaels.
"We tended to hold the hall a
little too much. We should have

ATTENTION
GRADUATING BUSINESS
MAJORS!
A national financial servicing agency is
seeking a graduating business student
with an accounting background for a
business administration position with
liberal pay and full benefits.

Send Resumes To:
Attention Stanley Edwards
P.O. Box 7171
San Jose, CA 95150

California Western
School of Law,
San Diego’s Dean to speak
to Pre-Law Society
Dean Michael Dessent will be in the
Almaden Room of Student Union, Wed.,
Oct. 15 at 5:30 p.m., to talk about California
Western Law School.
New courses in Sports, Law,
Entertainment Law, and International Law will
be featured. A 14 minute color video of the
School and San Diego will be shown.

try to play those who haven’t gotten a lot of time this season, hut we just aren’t going to give the game the emphasis
wt gave the Stanford match," Corhelli said.
"We’ve just come oll a tough tournament (with Stanford) and we’ve got a tough road trip ahead. so right now
were just thinking about going in there and winning, period.’ Corhelli said.
But Consent said the Broncos will definitely he up for
the meeting. so SJSU will have to he careful.
"They (the Broncos) took a game off Colorado State,
so if we slack off any. they’ could make it a longer match
than it has lobe, and we’d like to avoid that." Corbelli said.
One team member who probably won’t see much playing time tonight. if any. is freshman setter Susie Layman,
ho is bothered by hack pain. Cortielli said he didn’t think
it was too serious. hut that they would most likely rest her
tonight.
Maria Healy might also see a little less time so that her
ankle, which still bothers her. will be at full strength by
Thursday,
’Maria is probably play irig at 8(1’4 capacity right now,
and the (ankle) brace is limiting her a hit:* Corbelli said.
"Her only problem is a loss oi strength, though."
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Bloom County

Local statue gets
modest alteration

Dry Toast

V )1i

BELAW(X)L) CITY (API - A life -sue statue of a male
sleepwalker was a bit too life -like for city officials. who or
dered sculptor Bill laculla to cover a key area with a hg
leaf.
"In Europe. male and female nudes are acceptahle.
grumbled lacuna. of nearby Palo Alto.
"Here in America, what are we trying to hide?" he
asked.
The work, titled "Sleepwalker" and suggested by the
Italian opera. "La Sonnambula." went on display last week
as pan of an exhibit at San Mateo County headquaners.
But an hour alter it was set up. an anonymous critic
covered the genital area with hritwn wrapping paper.
A short time later. laculla was ads ised by the San
Mateo Counts Arts Commission that his statue was his
graphic.
’They said they were going to go out and buy a swim
suit to put on it.’ said the 52 -year-old artist.
Instead. laculla fashioned a fig leaf out ol paper, then
glued it to a loincloth and mounted it on the statue.
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A cartoon character’s cure for insomnia

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADULT (XXX) CI ASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE. Call 255-0724 recording)
to gel your copy 24 hrs TREF
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO.
GRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunteer In
tern in world renowned local
program
Counseling. support

pher
OS

.rvices admIn data processing,
public awareness hold raising,
*lc Si & mono -lingual all malora grad & undergred Expert
ence from clerical lo post grad.
intro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICE F PO Flom
957.$ J 95,08, 280-5055

seaasis
tantow
Pe-

RESEARCH PAPERS

’5.278 AVAIL
ABLE. Catalog $200 Research,
11322 Idaho, 070601 los An
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90025
VISA MC
or
CODZ213) 477.8474

TWO CUTE KITTENS FOR FREE,. Cali
Craig al 725-0244 Mon -Sun alter
3 00 p m

link
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JOSS, JOBS, JOBS, ideal or slu
dents Joln our marketing sten
Take new and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon thru Weds
Sat & Sun Outsranding earning
potential Call 370-9090

LOOKING FOR EXTRA WORK 77, 10
20 hours wee*
You pick the
hours Come to DOMINO s PIZZA
at 5105 011151

ow,

Nom.

PART 8 FULL T1MF RETAIL MEI P. NA
tional
firm
preparing
tor
Christmas work and .rnesler
break work It accepted you will
earn $925 starting’ Pen time 1701
earnings per weak equal Sr 85
Full (40) earnings per week equal
$370 No experience is needed be-

BUGS FOR SAL E." San Jose s best
BUGS All guaranteed." 100., ti
mincing, OAC Call VW Restore

cause 01 our intensive on the lob
training program Good math and

COMPUTERIZED DIAGNOSTICS tor
your cert Half price only lot SJSU
al $21 95 Complete car repair
Only 10 min from SJSU J & C DI-

is allowed during final exams In
addition. If you qualify, corporate
scholarships are awarded internships are possible, and you may
earn 2.3.0 credits per quarter or
semester
During your winter,
spring and *Specially summer
, full time work is available

298-7758
ste’71 2407 GOOD cond new b r
reo, $2600 ho Days 14 I 5)474 0900
.16. eves wknds 257-7514

Call today for Information and an
interview, or call Monday through
Friday between 10 AM7 PM (408)
275 9885 If the line is busy

Be DODGE VAN I 72 engtnel. new
brakes. runs ok. 5475 bo Call Pat
eves at 289-8252

COMPUTERS
MACINTOSH

APPLE

USERS

and delivery
quality work’

please be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company

hours

Reasonable rates,

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private instruction on the IFIN PC
In Wordstar wordperlect writing
assistant or protesslonal editor
South San Jose horn. Afternoon
clog*. only 227-1990

weekly paychecks $7 to
515 hourly commission, complete
training provided Great experience for your resume PC Smith

ices

(408)866-6080

IBM XT COMPATIB1 F 2566. 7 drives,
monitor, keyboard. MG P. 5695
6406. 70MB hard disk drive,
monitor, keyboard, $1095 Dot
matrix printer, $740 I etter quality. $295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St. 07, corner of San
Salvador PC-COM, 295.1606

FOR SALE
FUTONS". Quality cotton products
Crest* your own Irving & sleeping
space with our M.S. Pillows
and frames Custom Futons & Pil
lows Plus, 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center at Saratoga & Campbell
Ayes ), San Jose. 378.5646 rOlt
diacount on Futons with this ad
ONLY ONE model and size
123 I of bike but you can own a
new 12.speed for less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales offers low

I SELL

cost transom-notion needs for the
student 30 day guarantee All
sales finer Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 2914780 As* for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Borrow them front us. Real Eslete
ktotivalionol. Sales & Flusineirs
home-study courses Hundreds
lo choose horn’ Well also accept
any used courses for cretin to
ward One onnuel fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar I Ibrary
(1)00) 874 2722 a 132

HELP WANTED
ACCT ASST make collection calls
Dela input It assIst w misc accig
duties Mornings ME. 70 hre wk
for &ppm, 6 treks 945-5000
BE YOUR OWN BOSS FT or PT, sell
log popular fragrances & related
No inveelment 225products
2345
EULIP1A RESTAURANT seeks lunch
ono dinner bussers & worter-ess
Good student lob Call 280-6161
374S lel St
FEDERAL . STATE 6 CIVII SVC lobs
814.757 lo $57,780 yr Now hiring
Cell Jobline, 1-518-459-3811 eel
F-2118 for listing 2461
GREAT PAY. GREAT SCHEDUI F
Walking dIstence from campus
wk Raise
Earn S4-010 hr 3-5
for SJSU Excellent espellonc
at the Annual Fund Call Deb Ant My al 277-920K
HOINEWORKFRS WNTD NOW. Top
pay, work al home College Indu

BACKACHE??

READERS" High school compost lions tests. 56 33 hr English lour holism minors preferred Call 5
Anderson, Lincoln ft S .998-6300
RFliA13( F. MATURE plesaani female
w good telephone skills Flex pm
hrs al Dental office w in walking
dIstence of campus Marla 7087)73
RETAIL

I ADIFS APPAREL

8 Bridal

saleslady Part-time days and or
eves The Silver Plum. Los Gatos
Blvd . Los Gatos, 358-7728
TEACHERS & ALOES for preschool
1G 52 area 6 F CF units preferred

EMERSON

YOU ve MADE the Pell
Iwo years the happiest of my life
Thank you for always being there
I I OW YOU Suzanne 100

FFMA1 F COMPANION WANTED to
bye with sincere handicapped
man Please call Brian at 298NIL LEI JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA.
’DON" Shebbat dinners. parties,
Sunday brunches, lectures, Tuesday
Lunch and I earn.
Israeli
dancing
holiday celebrations
For Information call Hiliel al 7948311
JENNI JENNI" You pre e sweetlwart
You have my number Give me a
call CLARK KENT
JERRY REMEMBERTAHOE, ion not
that crazy all the lime" let s do
lunch -your REDHEAD
LOW COST COUNSELING -$30 one
time fee SJSU FAMILY COUNSELING Svcs For Info 277.2814
NATIONAL GAY -131 contact club 18 .
men and women Conlidentel, low

3800
TEI F PHONE SAL ES, part time Sell
subscriptions to the Mercury News Guerente. $4 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-1PIA or
4 30PM-8 30PM, Mon -Fri
plus
Sal Call today (408) 983-1800
for

PERFECT PART-TIME lob
someone interested in sales & vi
suer merchandising store display
Isms Thurs & part day Set Tre-

mendous opportunity for career
growth Contact Crown Fixtures &
Display, 4882 Davenport PI Fremont. 1415) 651.7944
THE RESIDENCE INN COMPANY Th
nation, leading ell-sulte hotel
company has immediate open
ings tor the following positrons
FRONT DESK Cl ERK-Competruse salary, excellem boner’s,
and fast track growth opportuni
ties Parr Time positrons avsli
Thursdays & Fridays I6arn
lOarni & Sundays -Wednesdays
(5pm 9prn) Previous hotel expertable

ence preferred Applicants must
heve elcellenr communication
MON, an spfitude for figures the
ability to work independently and
the desire 10 work with the public
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Full or Part Time positions avellable
Monday-FrIday 17am-3pm) This
In
position
cheater -gopher
crudes many vaned duties incl
valet delivery, shopping, and air
port runs Appikants must be 18
yrol age and have escelleni drly.
Ing record Apply In person only
al The Residence Inn. 1080 Stewart Dr . Sunnyvale, Ca 94086
TUTOR NEEDED for melt,’ student in
the following eras Basic Math
through forst year Algebra F.
negothible
9111 Rfl

Call 14081 998-9683

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully honished, secure and safe rooms. FREE 01111 ties and housekeeping service
Reasonable rates shared or in
gle available Walking distence to

SAM!
SAm!

cell (406)371-6811
STUDENTS. TEACHERS" Send today
for unique booklet, Inled wIth

l’ORIFIcE!
WHAT
A 6140(.1@, MAW

nvesVPIrkina
e
PRETTI, ViCiOuS.

AARDVARKS DOWT TYPE, but I do’
Theses, dIss.lations, reports
Eight page minimum. six months
tree disk Wane On One word

I

processing, ask for Joy< at 264.
1029
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime Fperlenced. professional word propaper,.
theses
recessing
sumes. office overflow, mailings.
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min
Wes from comp. Words and

Isaac Newt

more (IL...m.18)973-7810
ACCURATE,

ABSOl UTEL Y.

Sheila Neal

THERE Is
COMETHIN&
14RsE "PON
SiNKIN6 IN
A Ml/PLY LAWN

AC

COUNTABI F tor telephoner. that
tops try
toots lypIng that s
Tony 296.2087 St 50 per page
double spaced All work guar
ante.
Trust Tony 296-2087

NOT

gelN6

Af$L1 To 7o1ICH

ANYTHING
wiTH YOUR
FEET

Thanks
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
AND
word processing P2 s word pro
ceasing otters quality guaranteed
work at competitive notes Experi
enced in thesis, term papers.
group prowls, resumes menu
scripts & letters located in North
San Jose only minutes horn cam
pus Call P2 et 923.7309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
tormats & group Prefects 001
come Spell check every licrie tree

roles Send SASE to NGCC P
Bo. 78701-s
San Jose, Ca
95159

SAMNA

gram No drugs. no exercise
100ts guar/mt.. Cali 14081 7457503

Mhiliere
13118TYIESAY
brAAM,

.

LIKE,

6 A Mi!

servIceebie Information about
censure & career opportunities.
$208 Write to Mon Arni. Flow
11567F B Harrisburg. Pa ’7108

disk storage Database capability
Standard A micro cassette Iran
sc Hatton Word pros Irng on

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control pro-

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust
I CANT GIVE YA A &CM
YOU’LL HAVE TA Col4E BALic
WHEN YOU’RE Ot-DER

perfecl
&
word
software Ills N -F. 8 30.5 30 Re.rve lime now for yOut upcOrn

PITHEAP, I SAO Tb
61tAME A LITE’ UN BACK
._..--,,---vr-rj1W10.1 YOU

LAM CLOEi2
I’M CNE MINA "5’
st,,ip 23 S47

AKE 014U!

ing thesis dissertation or menu,
script Chrystal 923-8461

OKIN

A CASH REBATE
PROFESSOR s EXAM Ell FS available
for
Engineering
(8
required
courses In CE, FE. ME and Mat
Fngr) FIT, Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available al Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Rook Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERNA
NENTI V" Confidential. 335 S
Haywood Ave
San Jose Call
747.7486 for appointment
VISA MASTERCARD’ Get your card
loday, Also new credit card No
one rerused. Call 1 518.459-3546.
C288, 24hrs

ler Sunday-Lutrwtran 10 45 am .
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry al 298-0204
for worshIp.counsellng.programs
and study oppodundies
Rev
Natalie ShireaFr Rob 1 eger.Sr

and creativity Flexible hours b
friendly staff LIltie Scholars Preschool. 238-1474 or 774-4726
TEl EMARKFTING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for a few
outspoken people to sell air lime
This position requires e good
volce end strong desire lo make
money Call Mrs Green at 377.

Wanda Folk

School Daze

2308

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can-

0108) 723-1131

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now. Save your teeth eyes
and money too Eon information
and brochure see AS Office or

TYPING

examination

244-8907 eat 401

TEACHERS FOR SMAl I professional
caring
atrno,
preschool with
sphere Need FCE

THE

Free

&
ear.., part or a research protect
II you have had low back pain for
more than 6 months & are 20-55
yrs old, please call Palmer Col
lege of Chiropractic West at 14081

Corp .747-0570

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M At TOS
Portables-OSBORN-TRS-110
Over 500 Disk formats
$1400 a disk
Word PY0Tapes
cessors-Meg
Prompt Service PU & Delivery.
SeraCreative
Data

PERSONAL

PART TIME JOBS" We market auto
club memberships for the minor
oil companies Part-time, easy

Ren1

time on
I aserWriter Pius
printer
Wordprocessing
and
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR al 358 7717 Pickup

WANTED TO SHARE
charming 3 herrn, house Convenient location non-smoker pretoned Call 295-4069

reading slats are a plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility

lion at 297.8200 0700 drscount on
vehicle purchase w univ ID

1113 DODGE COLT, am let cash. sunrf.
crptng. new, clutch new carh.
rebll trans. new battery Perfect
commute car. 01300. 262-4162

ROOMMATE

McDONAI D s NOW HIRING. Premium
pay, hours flexible around school
schedule Two -five days 10-35
hrs yob
Interviews PA -E 3-4pm
Contact Mike or I ucy at 356.3095
15475 Los Gatos Blvd

72 N 5fit

Own room in
spacious apartment nexl to cam
pus furnished, tully equipped. pr’
vide parking Barbera 179-5375

FOR PART TIME work,
Togo s at 900 N Firs’ St is hiring
lot day time positions Phrase cii
287-4570 or inquire within

agno.fics. 75 Phelen Ave Unit B.

her
by

San Jose Stale Office
ST 998.0234
[EOM F ROOMMATE

OOKING

AUTOMOTIVE

for
ate,
itch
aid.
lay -

Ides al OOP 380-4067 day eves

Joan Panelle.
Plebe,

Rev

Norb

SOPHISTICATION

LITTLE

at student rates’Si 50 page Call
DAYSTAR at 358.2717
ACCURACY Al WAYS Professional
results every time Theses, pa
pets resumes and dis.dallons
Serving Evergr.n, SSJ & a few
minutes from SJSU Student dis
count with this ad or ID Call

Classified

AFFORDABLF WORD PROCESSING
Specializing un resumes. term papt....transcription
No lob too
smell’ Student discounts Near

schedule your word processing
lob Oulck turnaround accurate
$245 pope 993-9280. Word for
Word Enterprises.SJ

SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alternatives, 7942974

EDITING WORD PROCESSING, 2669444 Emphasis on correct punc

AMY WIL I TYPE your paper Or only
St per page. double spaced On

libation sentence suuclure and
formatting (Tureblan, APA. etc)
Former English metro, highly depandble Willow Glen Area easy
to locate
Call Mrs
Morton
(Marche) from 8AM.8P1* at 7669448

sage
Nell

SALON
We do acrylic nails
re lips. pedicures 11 manicures
Students & faculty r.elve
on all services Jusl mention our
ad Call for app t. 978-9797

A WAY WITH WORDS prompl eccil
refe, Merril* la A In history Wang

ENTERPRISE

Word Processing. spelling errors
corrected lung menusc riots wel
come

Will pick up deliver

ISARBE SWORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experienced in

shoulders, etc) IS’, discounts to
students and fcoolly Call before
Christmas 1986 A gel your 1st
eppt et I 2 price Unworried halt

theses, manuscripts papers reback up
professional
sumes.
work Reasonable rates I ocaled
COnveniently Call Barbe at 926-

disappears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren, RE Call 559-3500. tor
spat 1645 5 Bascom Ave MC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

4370

F E’s IF,"

151860 DESIGN propel

Student PaBECK SECRETARIAL
pers, resumes. business typing
needs curd processing Willow

Hit I SANTA
TERES
31 OSSOM
AREA Fast, occurs’a typing and
word processing available seven
days a week I imlted plck up
delivery 365 1012

the stud.’ CO Days 942-7736
Eves 793-4780 mak for Joe

CALL

PROFESSIONI
Reports
processing
word
theses, cils.rtallons. group pro

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con.
suit with SJSU student for 30 minutes FREE Practice limited to Il

tion and bookkeeping
storage Call 245.1769

1 INDA

CLEANING

SERVICES
wInHomes. offices. carpet.

dows (4011) 2643098, 2894025
PROFESSIONS’ RESEARCH for sinters scholars, and public officials
Spociellilng In historical p01111.
calbiographical toplc

Student
discounts ayalleble For free info.
write Cl 0 1500341 Melons Lane.
Columbia. MD 21045
RUNNERS. ATHLETES’. Deep tissue
muscle work for an xtre compel
terve edge and increased enr
ckency Call Richard at 272-8348

before 10 pm
PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletter,.
reports, resumes, putfircations.
correspondence.
manuscripts.
dc WIII old in gramme, spelling For prompt, 7 day
tor

leave message
Pamela at )4081775-6253

SERVICE

for

later use Grammar punctuation,
spelling checked printed - Am
publications quality
P1106.0.
Word Processing 377 5793

all

on machine
RESUMES,

COVERI ETTERS.

TYPING DONE RE ASONABL F Mee
Call Pam at 740.5833
TYPING SERVICE for students and Insouctors DependabM,
accurate work Reasonabie rakes.
Assignments 10 pga
St 50 pg
and over tutu be accepted only

and

business correspondence Aegis
lance wIlh vocabulary sentence
ettliChite. and ’min II tequeilliad

Call
rea

RESUME & TYPING We use IBM XT
COMPUTER. Word Star and letter
quality printer Resume IS up
Typing St 50 pg double space
One block from campus
PC
COM, 404S 3rd St .2. corner of

etc
Accurate. prompt
$2 25 dbl space per page Saratoga area. call Joan et 741.5880

theses.

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFFS
SIONAI typing & business serv
ices Fall. reasonable. & near uni
versify Call 1404 292-4047
THESES

REPORT PAPERS Word
proeessing w extra attention to

PUT YOUR WORDS in Malt best per
Fperlenced
asset!.
Prole.

14081

738-1670,

Sunnyvale

long range assignments
cn be submitted by mall et your
remittance

Call 766-9448

WORD PROCESSING -RESUMES thesis and term papers Reasonable
lames Qualify mimes, able to do
bold lace and right margin iuslet
cation Call 259-9446 Not bar tram
SJSU

S. Selvedor PC.COM. 195.1606

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST term papers,

TYPING and Secretarrel Ser..
Fast. securer* wort. avaii.

FEE

Ices

one

days week Located
In the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa
area I trotted pick.up and delivery Call 365-1012

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approvmately 30 letters and spaces for each

electronic
typewriler
From
St 50 double space page Call Rill
at 371-5933

.1

1

1

I

1

1

I

1

111111111111:

hne,

1

FOR

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal
buInoss,
word
procesaIng needs Term pope’s,
reports. resumes, cover letters,
thead, dtssertetions, manuals
All academic formats
APR
Spelling grammar, punctuation
assistance All work guaranteed

I

11111111211,

11111)111)1111111111111111,11121,

11111111111111111111111111111111

Print Name

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
One

Two
Day
Days
$435
I 3 Lines $355
$515
I 4 Lines $435
I 5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $5 95 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

1

spelling assistance Reasonable
rates Call Marcie at 194 6347
(work reeve message) or 926.1274

TYPIST" Near laugh & Cam
den Reports term papers, etc
EdKing
rivellable
Conectable

734-3115
PRESTO

TYPING

your typing needs Student rates
reeving from Otto St 75 per page
Clack turnaround Disk storage
for 30 days Call 14081 9454987
Ask for Amanda or leave message

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast? lei me help’ Term pa
ws, letters. reports, noises re
test end ;votes
search papers
FREE
grammar
slonarly,

punctuation

Save your wtrk on the IBM PC for

Free dale

r-

confidential Weekdays, evenings
Saturday Sunnyvele Electrolysis Canter, soli Business Park al
Hwy 101 AN rebooks Ave 14081

OUAI ITY

NEED

response,

detail 52 pg for studeots. 13 pg
Ion protessionals Resumes SIB

3058 IBM area

EXPO

Branham area Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Storylc 14081
264-4504

Call Robert Ng at 14081 289-8400
tor en appointment
HAIR REMOVAL
tor
men and woman Special rate with
faculty or student I 0 Private

F XCEI LENT TYPING SERVICE term
papers, theses. resumes. Maser
rations. etc for students and fad
ulty We also do tape transcrip-

teem resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page end hourly rates
Transcription available Almaden

aspects of immigration end natu
relization law
Office located
within ID minutes from campus

PERMANENT

requ.1.1. proof, disc !Horne
Student faculty discounts Quick
turnaround 246-5825

Glen area Call Ilse at 167.8234

due & you have no resources for
ideas or what to build, SH1 FleetroMcs la committed to uttering
low cost electronic Icomponent)
& computer information needs for

PROCESSING

Term papers research papers,
theses & dissertations (Campbell.
Turablan. APR 3rd ed
screen
plays. resumes, cover & follow-up
letters. menuscrIpts (books. arti.
des. short stories), iran.ription
Free SPE( -CHFK, minor edll Of

Also

...le critics, rending essIs
lance in rewriting Dan 0 Rear
978-0177

BARE IT AL I" Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chln,
bikini, tummy, moustache. back,

WORD

sional word processing papers.
Malec resumes Sperclellst In
technic/II
scientlfic
protects
St 75 53 page Call Vicki am ?el

Professional, confidential and dependable nervice at AFFORDS.
RI F RATES’. Free clink slorege
Pam 247-1681 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU Fall 86 Directory of Classes
for addltIonel coupon savings

Do you have a paper due soon, Does
li need lobe typed, Call today to

(408)274.0852

campus each day for pickup & delivery Call 749-4075, leave fn.

SERVICES
A

53 cash discounl
to new customers on reports 10
pages One page tree typing on
reports 2.9 page. Professional
typist and skilled word processor
e.rWriler Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest quality work

Three
Days
$475
$555
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 80
$660
$7 40

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Address

Phone

City 8 State

ZIP

Enclosed is $

Days

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Classilma Desk Located Outside 013H2011
Hours 9 00AM to 3.30PM
Deadline

Two days prior to publication

Semester Rates (All Issues)

San Jose State University

Consecutive publication dates only

5-9 Lines 54600 10-14 Lines $6300
15 Plus Lines $80 00

San Jose, California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads

Phone 277.3175
MeMall411MMIWIWIM

Cammrimao
San Carlos closure proposal
draws protest from residents

Tuesday, October 14, 1986/S partan Daily

Page fi

CLOSURE. from page I

Two UPD officers
resign from force

tect on east -west streets in the downtown area.
Elliott. chairman of the Communication Studies Department, has been
appointed by Fullerton to coordinate
the San Carlos Street closure project.
Naglee
Park
resident
Dan
O’Brien. a self-employed engineer,
said he uses the street a few times a
that the impact on traffic would he day.
spread throughout the downtown area.
The university should consider
The flow of traffic will not. for closing the street during the day, when
pedestrians
are most likely to Cross the
the most part, he measurably different,
street. and keeping it open at night and
Fullerton said.
on weekends when it is needed by area
At a city -sponsored community. residents, O’Brien said.
meeting last month, university rep"San Carlos is a main thoroughresentative Dave Elliott presented fare." he said, and its closure would
findings from a city transportation make it difficult for residents to drive
model showing closure having little el- about downtown.

At a city -sponsored community meeting last
month, a university representative presented
findings showing closure having little effect on
east-west streets in the downtown area.

closed.
SJSU administrators has,- c.Id .1
need to unify the campus. Safety concerns regarding pedestrian crossings
between buildings on the campus’s
north side and dormitories, garages
and buildings on the south have also
been an issue
Closing the street would also iniThe uni. ersity- has proposed a perle access between Naglee Park and
landscaped pedestrian and bicycle mall downtown, she said.
lor the area.
north -south
Halberstadt
said
The closing would adversely im- streets closed through the campus alpact traffic in the area and cut 011 ac- ready make it difficult to shop at
cess to downtown, Halberstadt said.
Lucky’s at Seventh and Santa Clara
Additional traffic along Seventh streets, the only downtown supermarStreet would he dangerous for children ket.
who attend Lowell School at Seventh
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
and Reed streets, she said.
said ii a news conference last week

Artist gets ideas from under the hood
\

that adorn LA1101111,1 higlissays.
"I’m Lust intrigued by overpasses," Johnson said. "It’s impressive to me to see one go up.
Johnson said the ceramic nuts and
bolts that hold "Overpass" to its base
are typical of "trompe l’oeil." a philosophy which influenced his work.
In "trompe l’oeil.’ an artist uses
textures and techniques to make something depict something else in a new
depiction of reality. Johnson said.
’You end up knowing a lot about
how everything works,’’ Johnson said.
"I transferred what I know, like fabrication and spatial reasoning, over to
clay .
Much ol this attitude comes from
rebuilding cars from the ground up, including new engines, transmissions
and suspensions.
"I chose to make my bolts look

’,pa page I

shapes and textures he Uses 10 the detailing and method by which he applies
ceramic glue. Every step shows the
mark of a mechanic
One piece on display titled "Iiigh
PerlOrmance Chock." adds a manifold, chromed pipes and an airbrushed
maroon finish complete with flames
and the number "9," to the wheel holding device
Suddenly, motion is depicted.
"I played with the dichotomy of
having it he dynamic instead of static,
which is the whole purpose of a
chock," Johnson said, falling hack on
his days as a pitman.
Another piece, "Overpass,"
plays upon a car-related subject Johnson said has been used in "probably
seven or eight" of his pieces - the
sculpture-like freeway interchanges

Local theater critics say
they aren’t bloodsuckers
CRITICS. from page I
The critics said it was "unique
and at least unusual" for them to both
agree on the basic likes and dislikes of
the play when they didn’t agree on the
play itself. Greene said she liked the
actual script of the play and McClintock said it was overrated.
However, the two did agree there
was a problem with director Wendy
McGlothlin’s perception of the
material.
"On the whole, the tone was too
tame." McClintock said. "She perceived the characters as being too normal. You lose the edge of Ruth and
Beatrice (two characters) when it’s
played too straight.’’
The relationship between the
actor and the character was also debated.
"The worst relationship to try
and figure out was who did what,"
Greene said "Gitlin:itch n’s the di -

The critics said it was
’unique and at least
unusual’ for them to
both agree on the basic
likes and dislikes of
the play . . .

like clay because everyone else’s holts
looked like bolts.’’ Johnson said. "My
nuts read as nuts, hut if you put them
next to real nuts, they would read differently."
The bottom line is creating your
own reality, Johnson said. Ultimately.
that reality must be identifiable enough
to he believable and yet still he entertaining. he added

"When you’re in an, you have
that choice about how objective you
want to be and how far you want to get
into fantasy," Johnson said. "If you
leave a whole hunch up to the anist,
you get information that you didn’t see
yourself."

They opt for jobs closer to homes
OFFICERS, front page

I

Higginbotham was hired by
SJSU in 1980 as an officer. In
19142, he was promoted to sergeant.
In July of 19112, he elected to work
as an investigator.
In April. Higginbotham was
put in charge of investigations for
UPD.
Higginbotham said he thinks
the high turnover rate will be stabilized --mainly because of Schatz.
"He’s a leader, the type you’d
like to work for. He supports the
officers and doesn’t have an elitist
philosophy with people working fur
him," Higginbotham said.
Maloney was equally impressed with the new chid.
"The chief is an enlightened
person. He has at modern, current
approach to things." Maloney said
by telephone from his home in
Chowchilla on Sunday. "The de-

partment has a very bright future
under him. I can’t say enough
I’m very sorry to leave."
Maloney came to SJSU as a
sergeant. leaving the Chowchilla
Police Department. where he was
also a sergeant.
"It’s been a lot of fun. It’s a
bittersweet parting. I gave up a lot
to come to Fresno," Maloney said.
"They were both good officers and sergeants, and! hate to see
them leave." Schatz said." I understand the problem with the excessive distance commute and the excessive cost of moving to this
area
’(think the way to address it
totticers leaving) is to provide good
training programs for cadets, and
upon graduation, hire them within
our program. Our wages, which are
the lowest in the area, make it
tough to attract people." Schatz
said

"That’s entertaining for me. he
said

A Law Degree
In Two Years
California Western School of Law is a prestigious,
ABA accredited law school in the beautiful city of San
Diego. Its modem curriculum offers new courses in
sports law, biotechnology, Pacific Basin studies, and international law. A two-year accelerated graduation program is available as is a January entering class.

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
COCKTAIL PARTY
Well Drinks
Tap Beer
Wine

California Western Associate Dean Robert Cane will
be attending the Graduate Study Day on Wednesday,
October 15 Please stop by and visit.

All 75c

California Western School of Law

750 The Pruneyard
Campbell 371-3801

350 Cedar Street
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 239-0391

rector’s respwsihilit. hut it may he
the aclor SS ho is at [auk
_lush’s mg blame was not the emphasis 01 ihe seminar, instead it focused more on the role of the cm,
said theater arts Prof. Bob Jenkins.
’In it’s simplest form, if a play
holds my imerest, why it did and why
it didn’t is %hat I try to answer...
Greene said

BE A WINNER . . .
PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE NOW!

GRADUATE
STUDY DAY
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
11 AM
PANEL PRESENTATION
EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT GETTING INTO GRAD SCHOOLS
(ADMISSIONS, TESTING, FINANCIAL
AID) AT THE STUDENT UNION
AMPHITHEATRE

12-3 PM
INFORMATION TABLES
WESTERN U.S. GRADUATE SCHOOL
REPRESENTATIVE AT THE STUDENT
UNION BALLROOM
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT

277-2277
SJSU CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER SERVICES AND PROGRAMS ARE PROVIDED
WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, SEX,
SEXUAL ORIENTATION, NATIONAL ORIGIN, AGE, OR
DISABILITY
WINN

WINNE-

WINN

R

AMINO THIS COUPON TO tefF STMNT uNION
tiAl i ROOM ON WFDPIFSDAY. OCTOFIFii 5 HFTWFFN
12 NooN AND 3 MA YOU MAY Wtkl

CALIFORNIA
LOTTERY TICKETS
YOU COULD BE A GRAND WINNER

Meet America’s
Top-rated Aerospace Employer.
Talk with our representatives about
why in 1985 The Almanac of American
Employers rated Lockheed second overall
among America’s largest, successful
companies. lbps among aerospace firms.
And talk about career opportunities at
Lockheed. And about our famed "Skunk
Works" facility where we developed the
SR-71 Blackbird, an aircraft so advanced,
it’s still the world’s fastest, highest flying
airplane in sustained flight.

Just sign up in your placement office
and mark these dates on your calendar:
October 28
Presentation
October 29
Interviews
You’ll see why we’re a company with a
remarkable history. And a future as promising as your own.
Lockheed is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer. U.S. citizenship
is required.

-5--2,Nockheed-California CompanyV
Innovation
Giving shape to linoolhollon.
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